
 The Collection Of Handstamps on Pakistan Stamp used by different Post Offices of Bangladesh during War 1971 

From December 20, 1971, continual shortage of postal materials occurred at many post offices throughout the country. Due to this, 

instructions were issued to the individual post offices to handstamp "Bangladesh" on all existing Pakistani postage stamps and postal 

stationeries and to use these for postal duty. The postmaster at Jessore had most of his stock of Pakistani stamps overprinted by lefter‑press.In 

the beginning there were no hard and fast rules to govern the sale of postal materials. They were sold from postal counters with no 

handstamps since at some counters no rubber stamps were available and handstamping by rubber dies was even replaced with hand 

manuscript until the dies were obtained handprints & also used by many Banks, Large commercial users & government offices had their own 

rubberstamp dies. It was legal to post stationeries & stamps bearing these private-die-handprints. Rubber stamp dies of many different sizes or 

types in Bengoli, English or various combinations are known in several different colors of ink. 

To render opinions on the genuinity of post office originated handprints, the Bangladesh Philatelic Society founded its Expect Committee on 

February 25, 1972 at the office of the Director General of Post Offices of Bangladesh, Mr. A.M. Ahsanullah. This committee of five individuals 

was well versed in the field of handprints and Bangladesh philately in particular, namely Abdus Salam, M.A. Salam, M.A. Malick, Charles W. 

Drake and Rahid Khan. This committee could be relied on as to genuinity of post office. Compounding this factor with the difficulty of obtaining 

examples of the scarce, hard‑toget post office‑die handprints on these stamps resulted in many genuinely rare philatelic items. A bewildering 

variety of basic Pakistani stamps and postal stationaries exist with genuine handprints. The last day of official and legal use of 

hand‑overprinted  last day for Pakistani stationaries was October 6, 1974, again a Sunday, resulting in the actual last day for most post offices 

being October 5, 1974. 
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      Block 4: Type I-XXXIII (33) Ovp Blue Ink. Block                           5 : Type I-XXXV (35) Ovp Black Ink.  
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Block 1 : Type I-V(5) Ovp Both 

Black & Blue Ink. 

Block 2: Type I-X (10) Ovp Red Ink. Block 3: Type I-XXVIII (28) 

Different Ovp used in “Service’’ 

Stamp. 


